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This research focused about articles mastery of grade VIII-2 students SMP 
Negeri 5 Siabu specifically indefinite articles. The formulation of the problem this 
research were taking about students’ articles mastery in a/an of grade VIII-2 students 
SMP Negeri 5 Siabu, students’ difficulties in articles mastery in a/an of grade VIII-2 
students SMP Negeri 5 Siabu and part that students’ get difficulties  in articles 
mastery of grade VIII-2 SMP Negeri 5Siabu. 
 The research was conducted with qualitative approach and descriptive 
method. There were 19 students as sample of analytical unit from 60 students of 
grade VIII-2 students SMP Negeri 5 Siabu. There were 3 instruments in collecting 
data: test, interview and observation. Data was processed and descriptive with 
qualitative procwss. 
 Based on the result of research, researcher found that the students’ articles 
mastery of hrade VIII-2 SMP Negeri 5 Siabu was enough category (49.57%) and 
those were the students difficulties of grade VIII-2 students SMP negeri 5 Siabuin 
article mastery in the students in mastering articles: first.The students; were difficult 
in mastering indefinite articles. Second, students were difficult in selecting a/an. third. 
The student difficulties in using vocabulary, finally,almost of the students said that, 
the part  that students gotdifficulties in student in mastering articles, specifically it 
was indefinite articles “an” because they did not comprehend about vowel and 
consonant sound correctly.    
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Appendix II 
List of interview 
1. Interview To the teacher 
a. How do you think about students’ articles mastery at grade VIII-2 students 
SMP Negeri Siabu? 
b. Do the students’ able to write some articles?  
c. How far the students’ ability in mastering articles? 
d. What are the students’ difficulties in mastering articles? 
e. How many students have maximally ability in mastering articles? 
f. How many students’ have enough ability in mastering articles?  
g. How many students have low ability in mastering articles? 
h. Which part that students’ get difficult to mastery articles? 
i. What are teachers’ efforts to solve the students’ difficulties in mastery 
articles?  
2. Interview To the students 
a. How do you think about your articles mastery? 
Bagaimana menurut anda penguasaan kata sandang anda? 
b. Do you can write some articles with easy when your teacher give you 
ask? 
Apakah anda dapat menulis beberapa kata sandang dengan mudah ketika 
guru anda menyuruh anda memberikan pertanyaan?  
c. What your difficulty -tolerated by teacher? 
Apakah kesulitan anda di maklumi oleh guru? 
d. How do you think about the activities of teaching and learning articles in 
your class? 
Bagaimana menurut anda aktifitas belajar mengajar kata sandang di 
kelas? 
e. Which part you feel difficult to write when you learning articles a or an? 
Pada bagian mana yang kamu rasa sulit untuk ditulis ketika belajar kata 
sandang a atau an? 
f. Does your teacher help you when have problem in learning articles? 
Apakah guru anda membantu ketika anda mendapat masalah dalam 
belajar kata sandang? 
g. What are you do to solve your problems in learning articles? 
Bagaimana cara yang anda lakukan untuk mengatasi kesulitan anda 
dalam belajar kata sandang? 
  





 Fill the blank space with suitable articles in the following simple sentences? 
1. Would you like to eat……….Apple? 
2. We live in……….. small village. 
3. A. Do you like………. Orange? 
B. yes I do. 
4. My sister is …….. teacher 
5. There is a tiger in the zoo. The tiger is…………...animal 
6. ….…..eagle is a bird. 
7. I bought ……… bag 
8. I will like to be…… English teacher 
9. A. what do you like? 
B. I like ……………banana 
10. There are seven days in…… week 
11. I saw……. Accident last night 
12. Tom’s mother is…… doctor 
13. He is………islam 
14. Budi have……. Sheep 
15. I hate…… ant 
16. ……. Elephant is my favorite animal 
17. What …… nice cake 
18. We drive…… automobile 
19. Do you have…………Car? 
20. Would Tina bough……………apple in the market last night.. 
21. My uncle is………………….photographer. he is very busy every Sunday 
22. I like to be……….actress? 
23. ……. Sun is shining 
24. Toni: How many uncles do you have? 
Rita: I have…….uncle. 
25. He cooks…………..egg in the kitchen this evening. 
26. Jakarta is …………… capital of Indonesia. 
27. I like ……………banana 
28. Do you often take bath with…… soap 
29. Ceylon is……..island 
30. We are given……horse for you. 
31. We dinner in …… restaurant 
32. I have…… umbrella 
33. Is George……….Indonesian? No, he is not. 
34. I drink ……………..cup of coffee every night. 
35. Lion is…….…king of beasts 
36. …….air is cold todays. 
37. I need …….. Apartment. 
38. Aladin had…………wonderful lamp. 
39. Sari is……….engineer. 
40. I am writing……….letter. 
41. We listen to………. English CD. 
42. I need……….. blue pen. 
43. Emily needs…………... new desk in her room. 
44. She has…………… exercise book in her school bag. 
45. The speed of this car was 160 miles………… hour. 
46. Let's sing…………..song. 
47. Ben has…………. old bike. 
48. They finished…………... unit. 
49. Peter has……………. aunt in Berlin. 







1. an   20. an   39. an    
2. a   21. a   40. a    
3. an   22. an   41. an 
4. a   23.a   42. a 
5. an   24. an   43. a 
6. an   25. an   44. an 
7. a   26.a   45. an 
8. an   27. a   46. a  
9. a   28. a   47. an 
10. a   29. an   48. a 
11. an   30. A   49. an 
12. a   31. A   50. a 
13. an   32. an 
14. a   33. an 
15. an   34. a 
16. an   35. a 
17. a   36. an 
18. an   37. an 
19. a   38. a  
APPENDIX V 
Table 9 
Result of Indefinite Articles Test Based on 
Article Test in SMP Negeri 5 Siabu 
No Students Initial Correct/Students Fault/Students 
1 AN 37 13 
2 AA 40 10 
3 ES 20 30 
4 HJ 24 26 
5 IS 22 28 
6 MM 38 12 
7 MS 19 31 
8 MA 35 15 
9 MH 26 24 
10 NA 28 22 
11 NJ 18 32 
12 NL 13 37 
13 PB 19 31 
14 RN 15 35 
15 RR 9 41 
16 SN 25 25 
17 SA 37 13 
18 SK 24 26 
19 WE 24 26 
Total 471 479 
 
 
To complete the result of research, researcher related the result of 
writing test collectively they were:To get the presentation of indefinite articles 
test result, researcher makes a formula to find the mean score. Based on 
AnasSudijono, the formula is: 
 M = Ʃx
1
 = correct value x 100% = 468 x 2 = 936  x 100% = 49,26% 
          N 19 x 50 x 2  1900     1900 
  
After analyzing the data, it was gotten that the score of the mean score 
(M) of articles mastery at grade VIII-2 SMP Negeri 5 Siabu in 2014/2015 
academic year was 49,26 and it can be categorized into enough category.  
 
  
                                                          
1
AnasSudijono, pengantar statistic pendididkan, (Jakarta: pt. raja grafindopersada, 1987), 
p.81  
Appendix VI 
ARTICLESMASTERY AT GRADE VIII-2 STUDENTS SMP NEGERI 5 SIABU 
NO Initial 
Name  
Respondent Answer with a Of Each Item Number SUM 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
1 AN  0 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 34 
2 AA  0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 38 
3 ES  2 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 32 
4 HJ  0 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 18 
5 IS  0 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 18 
6 MM   0 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 38 
7 MS  0 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 24 
8 MA   2 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 34 
9 MH  0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 24 
10 NA  0 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 22 
11 NJ   2 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 32 
12 NL  0 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 20 
13 PB   0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 14 
14 RN  0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 24 
15 RR   0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 14 
16 SH   2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 40 
17 SA 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 40 
18 SK  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 44 
19 WE  2 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 32 
Total 542 
The researcher calculated the score by using the following formula 
=  Ʃ score    
         Ʃ respondent x Ʃ item x high score 
 = 542  x100 = 57, 05% 





Respondent Answer with anOf Each Item Number SUM 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
1 AN 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 2 38 
2 AA 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 2 40 
3 ES 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
4 HJ 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 30 
5 IS 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 2 26 
6 MM 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 36 
7 MS 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 14 
8 MA 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 40 
9 MH 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 30 
10 NA 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 32 
11 NJ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
12 NL 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 8 
13 PB 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 26 
14 RN 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
15 RR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
16 SH 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 10 
17 SA 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 36 
18 SK 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 
19 WE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Total 392 
       
The researcher calculated the score by using the following formula 
=  Ʃ score    
  Ʃ respondent x Ʃ item x high score 
 =  392 x 100% 









Respondent Answer with a Of Each Item Number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
1 AN 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 
2 AA 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 
3 S 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 
4 HJ 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
5 IS 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 
6 MM 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 
7 MS 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 
8 MA 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 
9 MH 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 
10 NA 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 
11 NJ 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 
12 NL 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 
13 PB 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 
14 RN 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 
15 RR 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 
16 SH 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 
17 SA 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 
18 SK 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 










ARTICLESMASTERY AT GRADE VIII-2 STUDENTS SMP NEGERI 5 SIABU 
No Initial 
Name 
Respondent Answer Of Each Item Number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
1 AN 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 
2 AA 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 
3 ES 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 
4 HJ 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 
5 IS 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 
6 MM 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 
7 MS 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 MA 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 
9 MH 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 
10 NA 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 
11 NJ 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 NL 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 PB 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 
14 RN 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
15 RR 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 SH 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 
17 SA 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 
18 SK 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 









Respondent Answer Of Each Item Number SUM 
26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 
1 AN  0 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 74 
2 AA  0 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 80 
3 ES  0 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 40 
4 HJ  2 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 48 
5 IS  2 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 44 
6 MM   2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 72 
7 MS  0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 38 
8 MA   2 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 70 
9 MH  2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 52 
10 NA  2 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 56 
11 NJ   0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 36 
12 NL  0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 26 
13 PB   2 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 38 
14 RN  2 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 30 
15 RR   0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 
16 SH   2 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 50 
17 SA 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 74 
18 SK  0 2 2 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 48 
19 WE  0 2 2 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 
Total 942 
       
The researcher calculated the score by using the following formula 
=  Ʃ score    
         Ʃ respondent x Ʃ item x high score 
=  942 x 100% 
       19 x 25 x 2 







A. Background of the problem 
Grammar is very important for every language. It is the basic 
knowledge in understanding a language. Grammar is the discipline that 
studies   structure of sentences in human language. In grammar, article is one 
of part of English grammar. Studying articles as one of way to comperehend 
and to mastering English seems so very easy butstudents getting confuse 
about it. Many students do not undesrtand well,the differences in using 
article in writing, speaking, and reading. However, students cannot avoid to 
use article in writing their sentences, in speaking, or even in reading. those 
subjects, students must comprehend the using and the function of article,how 
to put them in a sentence correctly.Moreover, the role of article in building 
up sentences is considered as a one of important thing that must be 
understood well. 
In continuation, the researcher has interviewed the students of SMP 
Negeri 5 Siabu. Some of them said that they did not understand about article 
and they did not know how to put them correctly in a sentence.
1
 In 
conclusion, students did not know the using and the function of articles in a 
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sentence. So, in this term students should be familiar about article, especially 
its parts, it is about the using of indefinite article. But, in fact they had low 
achievement in comprehending article  
Besides, according to the English teacher, there were some problems 
of students in mastering articles. He said that the students of SMP Negeri 5 
Siabu could not use articles correctly in a sentence.
2
 The first, they read 
English rarely. Reading many English materials could be as a good way to 
improve their comprehending about the using of article. The second, they 
were lack of enthusiasm in learning English it could be seen that they did not 
understand the using of article. It was because of low motivation from their 
parents they didnot encourage their children to learn English without a good 
support from students’ parents, so students will be difficult to learn, in this 
case is about English. Encouragement from their family will be influence 
students’ achievement. 
The third, the students found difficulty to differentiate indefinite 
article a andan, it was because they only concerned with the letter of the 
articles, not its voice or sounds. It could be concluded that the students’ 
mastery in article was still low. So, students should comprehend the 
following sound of words after the indefinite articles. So, based on 
explanation above, the researcher wanted to conduct qualitative research. 
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Therefore, the researcher interested in carrying out a research entittle 
“ARTICLES MASTERY OFGRADE VIII-2 STUDENTS SMP 
NEGERI 5 SIABU”.  
B. Focus of the Problem 
Based on the background above, the researcher focus on the 
problemabout Englishgrammar, article is one of the topic in English 
grammar, the articles is a or an (the indefinite) and the (the definite). So, in 
this research was limited the problem about articles only in a and an (the 
indefinite) of grade VIII - 2 SMP Negeri 5 Siabu. 
C. Definition of Key Term 
To reduce misunderstanding about the terms that used in this research, so, 
the researcher explained as follows: 
1. Student. 
Student is the person of study from elementary school until University, 
According to hornby states that the student is a person who is studying at 
school or colleg
3
. Furthermore, while in Indonesian dictionary the student 
is a learner especially on the grade of elementary, junior and senior high 
school
4
. Besides, Rama Yulis states in his book “Ilmu Pendidikan Islam” 
that student is the member of society that has effort to develop his/her self 
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Hornby, Oxpord Advenced Learner’s Dictionary, ( New York. Oxpord University Press, 
1995 ), P. 1187. 
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throught education level process and kinds of certain education.
5
 Then, 
like Abudin Nata opinion states that student is all of the person who learn 
not only on the formal education institution but also on the informal 
education situation
6
. In addition, student can be defined as a raw material 
in transformation process in education
7
. So, based on those defenittions 
above, the researcher concluded students is people who study from 
elementry school, junior and senior high school, until university not only  
formal, but also in informal and nonformal education. 
2. Mastery  
Mastery is a comprehending about something have been learned, On 
Oxford Advance Learner Dictionary by Hornby state that mastery is 
complete knowledge or great skill or achieve mastery of several 
language.
8
 While in Indonesian dictionary state that mastery is 
comprehension or capability to use knowledge or skill.
9
 From those 
defenition above, the researcher concluded that mastery derived from 
complete knowledge,greet skill and comprehension or capability to use 
knowledge some one, especially to indefinite article. 
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3. Article  
Article is study of a, an, and the, it is the part of grammar, either of the 
words “a / an” (the indefinite) or “the” (the definite article).
10
 So, the 
researcher concluded article is element of grammar inside it study of two 
kind there are: the difinite and indefinite.  The researcher focused in 
mastering indefinite articles. 
Based on the expalanation above the meaning of research title 
“Mastery Articles of Grade VIII 2Students SMP NEGERI 5 Siabu” Is A 
Study About The Power Of Grade VIII - 2Students SMP NEGERI 5 Siabu in 
mastery article on a and an (the indefinite). 
D. The Formulation of the Problem 
Based of description above, the researcher would like to formulate 
some problems. The problems of this research are as follow: 
1. How is the students’ articlesmasteryin a/an of grade VIII- 2 SMP NEGERI 
5 Siabu? 
2. What are the students’ difficulties in articles mastery in a/an of grade VIII - 
2 SMP NEGERI 5 Siabu? 
3. Which part that students get difficulties in articles mastery of grade VIII-2 
SMP NEGERI 5 Siabu? 
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E. The Aim of the Research 
Based on formulation of the problem above, the aim of the research were 
explainedin the following below: 
1. To know the students’ articlesmastery in a/an of grade VIII - 2 SMP 
NEGERI 5 Siabu.  
2. To know the students’ difficulties in articles mastery in a/an of grade VIII 
- 2 SMP NEGERI 5 Siabu. 
3. To know which part that students get difficulties in articles mastery of 
grade VIII - 2 SMP NEGERI 5 Siabu. 
F. The Significances of the Research 
The significances of this research as follows: 
1. To add researcher knowledge about article. 
2. As a learning to make teachers’ insight in teaching and learning 
especially in articles in a/an (the indefinite). 
3. To other research as an addition of material to do a further research in the 
same field. 
4. As a source of knowledge to understand articles in a/an (the indefinite). 
G. Outline of the Thesis 
The outline of the thesis of five chapters, as follows: 
The chapter one consists of background of the problems, focus of the 
problems, the formulation of the problem, the aim of the research, 





Chapter two consists of theoretical description, review of related 
findings, and conceptual framework. Chapter of the three consists of research 
design, time and place of the research, source data, instrument of research, 
technique of data collection, and technique of data analysis and outline the 
thesis. Chapter four consists of the result of the research andchapter five 









A. Description Theory 
1. Students’ Mastery 
Students‟ mastery is full command or understanding of a subject. 
Students‟ mastery comes from two words; students and mastery. Students 
according to Oxpord Advenced Learner‟s Dictionarysaid that “the student 
is a person who is studying at school or colleg”.
1
 Furthermore, a student is 
a learner, or someone who attends and educational institution, the English 
term (or its cognate in another language) is reserved for those who attend at 
school or college, while a schoolchild under the age of eighteen is called a 
pupil in English (or an equivalent in other language), although in the 
United states a person enrolled in grades K-12 is often called a student. In 
its widest use, student is used for anyone who is learning.
2
 So, student is a 
learner while a schoolchild under the age of eighteen. According to 
SyaifulBahri said that “student or learner is any person who receives an 
influence of a person or group of persons who carry out educational 
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 A student is a person or groups who carry out educational 
activities. Students‟ is a person who studies, or investigates or a person 
who is enrolled that for study at school, college, etc.
4
So, students is person 
that studying formal and informal in the school or other two aims get 
science.    
   On the other hand, Mastery is great skillfulness and knowledge of 
some subject or activity; a good command of French”.
5
 Next, the students‟ 
mastery is a power level of skill and knowledge from a person who 
studying in school or college in performing something. Mastery is 
Comprehensive knowledge or skill in a particular subject or activity.
6
 It can 
be concluded that the students is a person that studying at school not only 
elementary school, junior high school, senior high school until university. 
So, students‟ mastery in this thesis is a person who has level of skill and 
knowledge in written works that person is studying at junior high school up 
to a college and enabling one to do something well. 
2. Article 
a. Definition of article 
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Article is an important part in a sentence which consist of some 
words with meaning, and it is individual thing or element a class; a 
particular or item. Article is one of part studying in English grammar. 
AccordingtoSlametRiyanto with Emilia NH and Leila NH said 
“articles are three of them are: a, an, and the.”
7
 Then article is a, an, 
and the, it is stated on oxford learner‟s pocket dictionary that “article is 
part of grammar either word a, an, and the.”
8
 Part of grammar is a, an, 
and the. Robert krohn said that the words a, an, and the, are called the 
articles.
9
 So, the articles is a, an, and the, it is part of grammar. 
Further, Thomson and Martinet stated that “articles can be 
divided into the indefinite article contains of a, an, and the definite 
article contains of the”.
10
  In other hand, an article is word that 
combines with a noun to indicate the type of reference being made by 
noun. Articles specify the grammatical definiteness of the noun is 
some language extending to volume or numerical scope. The article in 
English language are the, a, and an. Among the classical parts of 
speech, article is considered a special category of adjectives. Some 
modern linguists prefer to classify them within a separate parts of 
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speech, determiner. So, the articles is parts of grammar either words a, 
an, and the combines a noun to indicate the type with reference made 
by a noun. 
b. Kinds  of articles 
In general there are two kinds of articles. Articles are usually    
characterized as both definite and indefinite. 
1) Definite article 
Definite article is a determiner (the) that introduces a noun 
phrase and implies that the thing mentioned has already been 
mentioned, or is common knowledge. According to 
Jayanthidakshina, “definite article is an article which is used to refer 
to a particular person or thing is known as the definite article.”
11
 So, 
a definite article indicates that its noun is a particular one 
identifiable to the listener.  
It is may be something that the speaker has already 
mentioned, or it may be something uniquely specified. The definite 
article in English for both singular and plural noun is the. Marcella 
frank stated that “the traditionally called the definite articles, it is 
pronounced {ði} before words that  begin sounds. So, the researcher 
concluded definite articles was the, and the definite articles is used 
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before singular-plural, countable and uncountable noun and for all 
gender. 
 
2) Indefinite article  
Indefinite article is a determiner (a and an ) that introduces a 
noun phrase and implies that the thing referred to is non-specific. 
According to JayanthiDhaksina, “indefinite article is an article 
which does not refer to any particular person or things; it is known 
as the indefinite articles.”
12
 An indefinite article indicates that its 
noun is not a particular one identifiable to the listener. It may be 
something that the speaker is mentioning for the first time, or its 
precise identity may be irrelevant or hypothetical, or the speaker 
may be making a general statement about any such thing. English 
uses a, an. The form an, is used before words that begin with a 
vowel sound (even if spelled with an initial consonant, as in an 
hour) and a before words that begin with a consonant sound (even if 
spelled with a vowel, as in a European). Furthermore, Collins 
cobuild that “a, and an, are the commonest general determiner, they 
are sometimes called the indefinite article.”
13
 General determine is 
a, and an, sometimes called indefinite article. 
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In the other hand, a, and an, are used with singular count 
nouns, and indicate that you are talking about just one of something. 
Next, Betty SchrampferAzar stated that “indefinite article is used by 
speaker uses generic to make generalizations. A generic noun 
represents whole class of things; it is not specific, real, concrete, 
thing but rather a symbol of a whole class.”
14
 So, indefinite articles 
is a, and an, it is used with singular countable noun. And it is 
sometime called general determine or indefinite article. 
c. The Selection of ‘a’ or ‘an’ 
The selection between „a‟ and „an‟ is determined by sound. 
There the hints are: 
1. We use a: 
a) Before a word beginning with a consonant sound. 
For example: 
1. a book 
2. a pen 
3. a teacher 
2. We use an: 
a. Before a word beginning with vowel sound.  
   For example: 
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1. an apple 
2. an exam 
3. an umbrella 
b. before a word beginning with a silent “h” 
1. an hour 
2. an honest 
3. an heir 
c. For things we can count. 
   For example: 
1. an apple 
2. a table 
3. an egg 
3. The usual meaning of A or AN: 
a.  A = one, for example:  
1. she works in an office 
2. I bought a newspaper 
b.  A = each/for each, for example: 
1. This room is five dollars a week 
2. He got Rp 25.000 a day 
c. A / AN =, for example: 
1. I am a teacher. 





3. A cat is an animal.15 
So, the selection of „a‟ or „an‟ by sound 3 part they are, use a 
before a word beginning with consonant sound, use an before a word 
beginning with vowel sound, a silent „h‟, for things we can count, and 
use a or an. it is very important to comprehend by students. 
d. The use of indefinite articles. 
The indefinite article is used: 
1) The indefinite is used in the sense of „on of a‟. 
 For examples: 
a. I met a friend. 
b. I read a novel 
2) It is used to represent a whole class or in the sense of all or any. 
For examples: 
a. A doctor must love his patients. 
b. A student should study. 
3) In certain expression of quantity. 
For examples: 
a. I need a little milk. 
b. Richard bought a dozen books. 
4) It is used in the sense of „one‟. 
For examples: 
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a. Tina brings a book. 
b. Doni has a pen. 
5) In expression of price, speed, ratio. 
For examples: 
a. Jenny eats three times a day. 
b. Rudy sells the apple twenty thousand a kilo. 
6) It is used in exclamatory sentences. 
For example: 
a. What a clever boy! 
b. What a pretty girl!16 
So, the using of the indefinite article there are six parts. The 
students is very important to mastery it. And then, George E. Wilson 
also gives addition about the uses of indefinite articles they were: 
1) With the name of a profession, trade, or group. 
For example: 
a. He is an engineer. 
b. His father is a lawyer. 
2) To indicate or identify a person as being unknown to the 
speaker: 
For examples: 
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a. A Mr. Janik telephoned you. 
b. A certain Steven Lamon asked for an appointed. 
3) To designate one member of a family or to change a proper 
noun into common noun: 
For examples: 
a. There is not a Rogers‟s still living in our town. 
b. That man is a regular homer (a teller of long stories). 
4) In expressions such as: 
For examples: 
a. To be a pity  on an average 
b. A short time ago  such an   impression 
c. To be a shame  an interest in 
d. To have a headache,  a cold quite an imposing  
    monument.
17
 
From those expiations by some expert above, the researcher 
concluded that the infinite articles is used in the sense of „one‟ of a to 
represent a whole class or in the sense of all or any, certain expressions 
of qua, expressions of quantity, of a price, speed, ratio, in exclamatory 
sentences, with t the name of a profession, trade, or group, trade, or 
group. 
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e. Omission of the article 
The articles are omitted: 
1) Before a common noun used in it is widest sence. 
Example: man, flower, book, house, 
2) Before names of material nouns but an articles is required when 
they are particularized. 
Example: gold, cotton, glass, silver. 
3) Usually before proper noun. 
Example: Japan, French. 
4) Before abstract nouns used in a general sense. 
Example: beauty, wisdom, honesty, pleasure.  
5) Before languages. 
Example: English, Arabic. 
6) Before school, collage, church, bed, table, hospital, market, prison, 
when these places are visited or used for their primary purpose. 
7) Before names of relations, like father, mother, aunt, uncle. 
8) Before predicative nouns denoting a unique position, a position 
that is normally held at one time by one person only. Like, 
chairman. 
9) In certain phrase consisting of a transitive verb followed by object. 
Example: to send, to set foot, to leave home. 
10)  In certain phrase consisting of preposition followed by object. 
       Example: at home, by rain, on foot, by name, at noon.
18
 
It can be concluded that are 10 omission of the article. There are 
before a common noun, names of material nouns, proper nouns, abstract 
nouns, languages, school, names of relation, before predicative nouns 
denoting a unique position, in certain phrase consisting of a transitive verb 
and preposition followed by object.   
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B. Review Related Finding 
This research related to Omar Sangkotwith the title of research was “A 
Study on The Grade VIII Students Ability of SMPN 6 Sipirok to Use Articles 




Secondly, this research also related to NurlailyKhomsatunwith the title 
“the students‟ ability and errors in using articles for first year students at SMP 
NageiSampang” she found that, based on the research she concluded  that the 




Finally, MariatiHarahap with the title was “A Study on the Students‟ 
Ability in Using Articles at Grade VIII MtsPurbaganalSosopan” the result of 
this research said that students‟ ability in using article is enough.
21
 
The researcher mention above research about the students‟ ability used 
article in sentence, students‟ mastery in using the article and the students‟ 
ability in using articles. Here the research through the title: Articles Mastery 
of Grade VIII-2 Students SMP Negeri 5 Siabu.  
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1. Place and Time of The Research 
This research was conducted at SMP Negeri 5 Siabu which address 
Hutaraja village, Mandailing Natal regency, Sumatra Utara. The research 
had been done from June 2014 up to April 2015. 
2. Kinds of The Research 
This research used the qualitative research. Gay and Airasian said 
that: “qualitative approach is based on the collection data and analysis of 
non-numerical data such as observation, interviews, and other more 
discursive sources of information”.
1
 Based on the method, this research 
used descriptive method. Gay and Airasian said that, “descriptive method 
is useful for investigating a variety of educational problem an issues and it 
is used to determine and describe the way thing”.
2
 It may also compare 
how subgroups such as male and females or experienced and 
inexperienced teacher view issues and topic. Generally, the research which 
method, it is usually has not hypothesis, so the step of this research do not 
have a hypothesis. So, the aim of the research was to describe the real 
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conditions of the students’ articles mastery of grade VIII-2 SMP Negeri 5 
Siabu 2014-2015 academic years. 
3. Source of the Data 
In this research, all of the data had been taken from 2 (two) 
sources, they are: 
a. Primary sources of the Data 
The primary source is the main goal of researcher to getting 
data at need it. So, the data is collecting from the grade VIII SMP 
Negeri 2 Siabu, Mandailing Natal regency, Sumatra Utara. So, 
researcher will get easier to collect the data. Grade VIII consists of 19 
students. Based on Sugiono that is non-probability sampling that is 
“purposive sampling”. It is the technique which takes sample of 
sources data with certain considering.
3
 The researcher used purposive 
sample technique in source data. It could be representative to take the 
result of the research. From the statement, the researcher took 
participant from the grade VIII of SMP Negeri 5 Siabu and the 
participants had been believed can answer what the researcher 
question. 
b. The secondary source of the data 
The secondary data is got from the English teacher of SMP 
Negeri 5 Siabu. 
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4. Instrument of collecting data 
a. Test 
Test is some question to get information that pointed to 
student’ mastery articles at grade VIII-2 students SMP Negeri 5 Siabu. 
Test is some of question or views and other tools which were use to 
measure skill, knowledge, and intelligence mastery. The researcher 
choose selection type test form by making some questions with 40 
items, for each correct answer had given 2 values, while the incorrect 
answer was not given a value. So, it was meant that the totality of 
score is 100. The researcher gave 25 questions for test in which 
understanding aticles “a”, and 25 questions also for articles “an”. The 
test has done in SMP Negeri 5 Siabu at grade VIII-2. 
Table 1 
Indicators of the test 
No.  indicator items Number items score 
1. Students are able to 
use indefinite article 
a, 
25 2, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 
17, 19, 21, 23, 26, 
27, 28, 30, 31, 34, 
35, 38, 40, 42, 43, 
46, 48, 50. 
2 





use indefinite article 
an,  
15, 16, 18, 20, 22, 
24, 25, 29, 32, 33, 
36, 37, 39, 41, 44, 
45, 47, 49.  
Total 50  100 
 
b. Interview  
Interview is conversation with two people or group. Interview 
is a purposeful interaction usually between two people, focused on one 
person to get information from the other person.
4
 In this research, the 
researcher used structural interview, the research prepared question 
and alternative of the answer that had given to the respondent. So, 
researcher had been known the understanding of student about articles 
in a/an (the indefinite). 
Based on the explanation above there were kinds of interview 
which stated John W. Creswell and it is can choose the researcher as 
state are: “interview the researcher conducts face to face, interview 
with participants, interview participants by telephone, or engages in 
focus group interviews with six to eight interviews in each group”. 
The subject of interviews were English teacher and students, with the 
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topics of the interview was about the mastery of students in learning 
English especially in understanding articles in a/an, 
c. Observation 
Observation is a technique of collecting data to again in sigh 
on understanding the natural environment as lived by the participant.
5
 
Observation had been done directly or indirectly. According to 
Abdurrahman Fathoni said that. “observasi adalah teknik 
pengumpulan data yang dilakukan melalui suatu pengamatan dengan 
disertai pencatata-pencacatan terhadap keadaan atau perilaku objek 
sasaran”. (Observation is a technique of collecting data which is done 
through an observation and take a note about the condition or the aim 
of the object behavior). So, This observation is used to know about 
subject of the research with look and write in field notes  about the 
class, activity, facilities, event of students in learning process with 
purpose and researchers’ feel while observe in SMP NEGERI 5 Siabu. 
5. Techniques of Data Trustworthiness 
Trustworthiness in qualitative research is very important because 
checking to the trustworthiness of the data is used to contradicted the 
assumption of qualitative research is not scientific.
6
To reduce the bias of 
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the data, and to improve the data collected, Gay Suggested several 
strategies as follow: 
a. Extend the study by staying in the field for a longer period to 
obtain additional data that can be compared to the curlier data or 
to compare participant’s consistency of responses. 
b. Include additional participants to broaden the representativeness 
of the study and thus the database. 
c. Make a concerted fort to obtain participant trust and comport, thus 
providing more detailed, honest information from participants. 
d. Try to recognize one’s own biases and preferences and be honest 
with oneself in seeking them out. 
e. Work with another researcher and independently gather and 
compare data collected from subgroups of the participants. 
f. Allow participants to review and critique field notes or tape 
recordings for accuracy and meaning but only at the end of the 
entire data collection period. 
g. Use verbatim accounts of observation or interviews by collecting 
and recording data with tape recordings or detailed field notes. 
h. Record in a journal one’s own reflection, concerns, during the 
study and refer to them when examining the data collected. 
i. Examine unusual result for explanation. 
j. Triangulate by using different data source to confirm one other, as 
when interview, and recollections of other participants produce the 
same description of an event or when a participant responds 





From the explanation above, the researcher has used the examine 
unusual result for explanation technique to check the data. In this 
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6. Technique of the Data Analysis 
After the collecting data, the researcher had been analyzed the 
data, the technique of the data analysis had been presented descriptive 
from depend on Lexy J. Meleong technique analysis data in qualitative 
research could be done with these process below: 
a. Reduction the data 
b. Grouping / classifying 
c. Check the data collected 
d. Calculate the their result (mark) by using mean score 
e. Interpretation,the formula is blow: 
 
So the researchers made the technique analysis data for this 
research. The data had been analyzed by the following procedure: 
M = Ʃ x 
           N 
Where:  
M : Mean score (average) 
N          : Sum of respondent 
Ʃ x :Total of the result8 
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Finding 
1. General Findings 
In learning process in the classroom pre teaching; to make the 
greeting in the class, the teacher came to the class, the teacher asked 
students to pray before lesson then asked students condition, to check the 
present of students, to review the lessons last time. While teaching; the 
teacher explained about articles by drill method, to learn about articles 
especially indefinite articles, the teacher gave example of indefinite 
articles. Then, the teacher opens their background knowledge about 
indefinite articles and the teacher asked students to answer the question as 
example. 
Post teaching; to measure the students understanding and reviewed 
the learning about articles especially in indefinite articles. It means that 
teacherwant to give feedback for the students. After that, the teacher gave 
test to know students’ articles mastery especially indefinite articles, and 
then their result of test in paper and collected,finally, the teacher closed 
the class with pray.
1
 So, from the observed the researcher, responds of 
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students seems normal. All students in the class still listenedthe teacher 
said silently but it happened only in the earlier time. Some students start to 
made abnormal behavior such as made conversation with their table mate, 
only a few students still showed their interest ion to their lesson.Somethe 
students looked bored, tired up and sleepy in the class. 
2. Specific Findings 
a. Students’ articles mastery description at grade VIII-2 SMP Negeri 
5 Siabu. 
Based on the result of the articles mastery, the score of 
respondents was around 18 and 80. It was means that the highest score 
was 80 and the lowest score was 18. The description scores students 
ofgrade VIII-2 students in articles mastery of SMP Negeri 5 Siabu 
could be seen in the following explanations, In this part of material 
test, students must be able to understand about countable noun, 
singular noun add to use of indefinite articles; a, let see in the table as 
bellow: 
Table 6 








1 6 31.57% 13 19 
2 16 84.21% 3 19 
3 10 52.63% 9 19 






4 16 84.21% 3 19 
5 8 42.10% 11 19 
6 13 68.42% 6 19 
7 11 57.89% 8 19 
8 7 36.84% 12 19 
9 15 78.84% 4 19 
10 8 42.10% 11 19 
11 5 26.31% 14 19 
12 10 52.63% 9 19 
13 15 78.94% 4 19 
14 10 52.63% 9 19 
15 10 52.63% 9 19 
16 11 57.89% 8 19 
17 11 57.89% 8 19 
18 8 42.10% 11 19 
19 11 57.89% 8 19 
20 11 57.89% 8 19 
21 15 78.94% 4 19 
22 11 57.89% 8 19 
23 17 89.47% 2 19 
24 7 36.84% 12 19 
25 16 84.21% 3 19 
Total  278  197  
 
Based on the tabletests consist of 25 questions. The First 
question 6 students werecorrect (31.57%), the second question 16 
students werecorrect (84.21%), the third question 10 studentswere 
correct (52.63%), the fourth question 16students werecorrect 
(84.21%), the fifth question 8 studentswere correct (42.10%), the sixth 





studentswere correct (57.89%), the eighth question 7 
studentswerecorrect (36.84%). 
The ninth question 15 students werecorrect (78.94%), the tenth 
question 8 students werecorrect (42.10%), the eleventh question 5 
students werecorrect (26.31%), the twelfth question 10 students 
werecorrect (52.63%), the thirteenth question 15 students werecorrect 
(78.94%), the fourteenth question 10 students werecorrect (52.63%), 
the fifteenth question 10 students werecorrect (52.63%), the sixteenth 
question 11 students werecorrect (57.89%), the seventeenth question 
11 studentswere correct (57.89%), the eighteenth question 8 students 
were correct (42.10%). 
The nineteenth question 11 students werecorrect (57.89%), the 
twenty question 11 students werecorrect (57.89%), the twenty one 
question 15 studentswere correct (78.94%), the twenty two question 
11 studentswere correct (57.89%), the twenty three question 17 
students werecorrect (89.47%), the twenty fourth question 7 students 
werecorrect (36.84%), the twenty fifth question 16 
studentswerecorrect (84.21%). From data above researcher found that 
students mastery articles material about indefinite articles with awas 
enough (58.96% students werecorrect). 
Next, in this part of material test, students must be able to 





indefinite articles: an. These were the result of test with material about 
indefinite articles“an”:  let see in the table as bellow: 
Table 7 








1 9 47.36% 10 19 
2 7 36.84% 12 19 
3 10 52.63% 9 19 
4 2 10.52% 17 19 
5 4 21.05% 15 19 
6 10 52.63% 9 19 
7 8 57.31% 11 19 
8 6 31.57% 13 19 
9 5 26.31% 14 19 
10 11 57.89% 8 19 
11 10 52.63% 9 19 
12 8 42.10% 11 19 
13 7 36.84% 12 19 
14 8 42.10% 11 19 
15 7 36.84% 12 19 
16 15 78.94% 4 19 
17 4 21.05% 15 19 
18 3 15.78% 16 19 
19 6 31.57% 13 19 
20 9 47.36% 10 19 
21 4 21.05% 15 19 
22 15 78.94% 4 19 
23 6 31.57% 13 19 
24 9 47.36% 10 19 
25 10 52.63% 9 19 






Based on the table tests consist of 25 questions. The First 
question 9 students were correct (47.36%), the second question 7 
studentswere correct (36.84%), the third question 10 students were 
correct (52.63%), the fourth question 2 students were correct 
(10.52%), the fifth question 4 students were correct (21.05%), the 
sixth question 10 students werecorrect (52.63%), the seventh question 
8 studentswere correct (42.10%), the eight question 6 students were 
correct (31.57%), the ninth question 5  students were correct (26.31%), 
thetenth question 11 students werecorrect(57.89%), the eleventh 
question 10 students werecorrect (52.63%). 
The twelfth question 8 werestudentswere correct (42.10%), the 
thirteenth question 7 students werecorrect (36.84%), thefourteenth 
question 8 students werecorrect (42.10%), the fifteenth question 7 
students werecorrect (36.84%), the sixteenth question 15 students 
werecorrect (78.94%), the seventeenth question 4 students werecorrect 
(21.05%), the eighteenth question 3 studentswerecorrect (15.78%), the 
nineteenth question 6 students werecorrect (31.57%), the twenty 
question 9 students were correct (47.36%), thetwenty one question 4 
students werecorrect (21.05%), the twenty two 15 students werecorrect 
(78.94%). 
The twenty three question 6 students werecorrect (26.31%), the 





question 10 students werecorrect (52.63%). From the data above, 
researcher found that student’s mastery articles about indefinite 
articles with an was weak (40.62% studentswerecorrect). Finally, the 
researcher described the score all of the students answered articles a 
and an was 942. Total score students answered articles a and an942 
divided to 19 students in fifty item times and in time percent and the 
was 49.57% it can be seen in the table Ridwan below: 
Table 8 
The Criteria Score Interpretation 
No Interval Predicate 
1 0% - 20% Very weak 
2 21% - 40% Weak 
3 41% - 60% Enough 
4 61% - 80% Good 




After the researcher found the mean scores of all students, it was consulted 
to the criteria as follows: 
1) If the value of mean score is 81 – 100, it could be categorized into 
very good category. 
2) If the value of mean score is 61 – 80, it could be categorized into good 
category. 
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3) If the value of mean score 41- 60, it could be categorized enough 
category. 
4) If the value of mean 0 – 21, it could be categorized very weak category  
From the table above, the researcher could conclude that the 
students’ get means score was 49, 57%. So, it can be said that articles 
mastery at grade VIII-2 students SMP Negeri 5 Siabu enough 
categories.  
b. Students’ difficulties articles mastery at grade VIII-2 students 
SMP Negeri 5 Siabu. 
One of theaims of this research wasto know the students’ 
difficulties articles mastery at grade VIII-2 students SMP Negeri 5 
Siabu.The instrument thatused to find those difficulties was 
interview.The researcherinterviewed the students and the English 
teacher of SMP negeri 5 Siabu. Based on the result of interview with 
the students and English teachers, it would be explained been found 
some students’ difficulties mastery articles. In the following below: 
1. Difficulties mastery indefinite articles 
In mastery indefinite articles students must be able to know 
singular countable noun. Evita Sari
3
 said that the students felt 
difficult in mastery articles because they got confused in 
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differentiating singular and plural noun in the sentences. Then, 
some of students did not know how to differentiate countable noun 
and uncountable noun. Based on the result of interview, the 
students felt difficult in mastery indefinite articles. The students 
were unable tocomprehend indefinite articles correctly, while 
many of them did not know the usage of indefinite articles. So, 
many students made wrong answer when the test hasbeen  given. 
2. Difficulties in selectinga or an 
The other difficulties was about selection a oran. in this 
case students must be able to differentiate between vowel sound 
and consonant sound if they used indefinite articles. Based on the 
result of interview with RosidahRambe, she said that, she did not 
know how to selectaoran and also she did not know how to 
differentiate vowelsound and consonant sound.
4
 Next Risky 




This point was strengthen by Ahmad Mansur S. Pd, said 
that the students cannot differentiation between voice sound and 
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. So, the researcher concluded that the selection a 
or anwas very important mastery articles. Without comprehending 
this part, were unable to use indefinite articles correctly the 
students were unable to use indefinite articles correctly. 
3. Difficulties in vocabulary 
Based on the result of interview between researcher withthe 
English teacher. Ahmad Mansur, S. Pd, said that, someof the 
students feel mastery articles were difficult because they still lack 
or have not enough vocabulary or students still have limited in 
mastery vocabulary to make a simple sentences, and cause the 
effect of mother tongue language is Mandailing. Automatically, 
the students were lack of vocabularies.
7
 Based on the result of 
observation has done by the researcher, when the researcher gave 
them the test in mastery articles, many students did not know the 
meaning of sentences. So, the researcher concluded that the 
students still difficult in mastery indefinite articles because they 
had not mastery vocabulary, because as we know vocabularies 
were very important in mastery articles. Without vocabulary the 
students were unable mastery articles correctly, and also the 
students felt difficult to answer the test. 
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c. The part that students got difficulties in mastery articles at grade 
VIII-2 in SMP Negeri 5 Siabu. 
Based on the interview to students in SMPNegeri 5 Siabu of 
grade VIII-2, almost all of them said that, the part of the students got 
difficulties in mastery articles in indefinite articles is an,because they 
did not know or comprehendabout vowel sound,and consonant sound 
correctly to differentiate which one the vowel sounds, so they felt 
difficulty to determine it. If they felt difficulty to determine it,how is 
the students could not master article especially indefinite article an. 
So, the researcher concluded the students must study hard in school 
and home tomaster articleseasily especially indefinite articles.  
Based on interview to English teacher, Ahmad Mansur, S. Pd, 
said that the students feltdifficulty is an. because, the students were 
unable different between vocal sound and consonant sound such as 
university, sometimes they were use article an.
8
So, the students must 
comprehend about indefinite articles correctly. 
B. Discussion 
In learning articles, there were some students’ difficulties especially in 
indefinite articles; they got confused of singular and plural nouns in the 
sentences. The students did not comprehend how to differentiate countable 
and uncountable noun in a sentences. The students had poor vocabularies, so 







they felt difficult when they were asked to master articles because they did not 
know meaning of sentences. Some of them did not know about differentiation 
of vowel sound and consonant sound if they used indefinite articles. It is 
supported by MuhibbinSyah that learning difficulties can be caused by two 
factors, there were: the first, internal factor (factor from the students itself) 
involves; physiology factor such as health, and psychological factors such as 
IQ (Intelligence Question). The second, external factors (students’ outside 
factor) involves; social factor such as the relationship with the students’ 
parents, and nonsocial factor such as the tools of learning condition.
9
 So, there 
were two factors caused difficulties learning there are internal and external 
factors. 
To anticipate the learning difficulties, the English teacher often 
repeated the lesson especially in determining indefinite articles, singular and 
plural nouns then the English teacher asked the students to comprehend the 
vocabularies from their text. Furthermore, English teachers told them the 
advantages of mastering about English language and then English teachers 
told them the advantage using the articles especially indefinite articles in their 
daily life. Then, English teachers kicked the students in learning randomly. 
Moreover, the English teacher motivated the students in learning process. It is 
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done by teachers to guide the slow learners into the fast one.
10
 So, the English 
teacher must be always give motivation to students in learning process. 
C. The Treats of the Research  
In this research, the researchers believed that there were many treats of 
the researcher. It started from the title until the techniques of analyzing data, 
so the researcher knew that is was so far from excellent thesis. On doing the 
test, there were the treats of time, because the students had activities. Besides, 
the time which was given to the students was not enough. Moreover the 
students did not do the test seriously. So the researcher took the sets answers 
directly without care about it. 
The researcher was aware that all things would want to be searched 
but to get the excellent result from the research were more difficult because 
there were the threats the researcher. The researcher has searched this research 
only. Finally this has been done because the helping from the entire advisors, 
principle and English teacher. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION 
A. The Conclusions. 
After treating the collecting data, the next steps weretaking the 
conclusions about this research. It was important because it can describe about 
final research itself. It could be used as an input to the readers and other 
researchers referring to the topic of this research. In this case, the researcher 
concluded as follows: 
1. The students’articles mastery of grade VIII-2 students SMP Negeri 
5Siabucan be categorized into enoughcategoryin which the score was 49.57 
% from ideal score. 
2. The students’ difficulties in mastering articles were: 
a. The students’ difficulties in mastering indefinite articles 
b. The students’ difficulties in selectinga or an 
c. The students’ difficulties in using vocabulary 
3. Almost students said that, the part that students got difficulties in 
masteringarticles, specifically it was indefinite articles “an”, because they 
did not comprehend about vowel sound and consonant sound correctly.So, 







Based on the conclusion above, the researcher gave some suggestions as 
follow: 
1. To Headmaster, to motivate his English teachers to increase their ability in 
teaching English. 
2. To English teacher, especially to teach English by searching media that 
could improve English learning. 
3. To the students, must be able to comprehend singular and plural nouns 
and countable and uncountable nouns before studying indefinite articles. 
4. To the readers especially English learners are expected to improve their 
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